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Between the two views every man must judge for himself, and so long as men are men, they will differ in their judgment.
It is often assumed that the Cavaliers chose their side more by instinct, less by intelligence.   It is an odd assumption to make of a party that commanded the allegiance of the Universities, and, on the whole, the majority of the best educated.   It is perhaps true that a mere instinct of loyalty to the Crown was very potent, though a poor plea in disputation.   When an institution is as old as monarchy and has sheltered millions through many centuries, the arguments in its favour are forgotten, the evil it does is apparent and easy to advertise.   In our own  day two institutions of immemorial  antiquity— Marriage and Property—are in jeopardy: their power to do good has been unquestioned by the ordinary man for many centuries;   yet their defenders are curiously un-. satisfying.   Pick up a conservative newspaper, listen to the parson or the colonel in debate: most of their argu-. ' ments are futile, they are constantly overwhelmed by the citing of one " hard case "—a poor man at the mercy of employers and landlords, a woman tied for life to a drunkard or a lunatic.   Yet there are still good grounds for believing (with the majority of the best brains among our ancestors) that Marriage and Property are bare necessities to the continuance of human happiness; for human salvation one must not mention nowadays, for fear of ridicule.
Instinctive or reasoned, warring convictions were soon to fill England with ruined homes, dead bodies, and weeping eyes. Some were riding to war with a sinking heart, some proud of their youth and unfleshed swords. Some dreamt ota new and better England, others only hankered for the. swift decision that would send them home that winter to the petty round of dear and familiar things. Some hoped to free the King for ever from the rogues and tricksters who thwarted him in the dusty lobbies of Westminster. Some saw a mighty nation glad to be ruled by an assembly

